ARTS Retail Domain 
Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – ARTS OMG Overview and History presentation – Bart McGlothin
  – ARTS Standards and Artifacts presentation/website walkthrough – John Glaubitz
  – UPOS presentation and RFP submission for UPOS v2 Printer API - Leonid Rubakhin
  – Vote to promote/submit UPOS v2 Printer API with revisions to AB - PASS
  – Introduction to Ontologies for Retail presentation/discussion by Elisa Kendall
  – ARTS Roadmap discussion/prioritization
    • Workgroup formed to develop Retail Ontology
    • Workgroup formed to develop RFP draft for UPOS v2 Fiscal API service
    • Submission Team formed to write RFC for UPOS v1.14.1
    • Submission Team formed to write RFC for Video Analytics
  • Continue bi-weekly calls for UPOS and Ontology, monthly for RTDF planning
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – RFP UPOS v2 POS Model and Printer API
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-05
  – ARTS OMG Overview presentation
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-06
  – ARTS Standards and Artifacts presentation
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-07
  – UPOS and RFP for UPOS v2 presentation
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-09
  – Introduction to Ontologies for Retail presentation
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-08
  – ARTS Roadmap working document
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-10
  – ARTS meeting minutes
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-11
  – ARTS plenary report
    • http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?retail/2017-09-12
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• Future Deliverables (In-Process):
  – RFP Retail Ontology
    • n/a
  – RFP Fiscal API
    • n/a
  – RFC UPOS 1.14.1
    • n/a
  – RFC Video Analytics
    • n/a

• Liaisons
  – Collaboration with NRF Tech Council on Roadmap and meetings

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – ARTS OMG Overview (repeat)
  – Retail Ontology WG meeting/call
  – UPOS WG meeting/call
  – RFC submission for UPOS v1.14.1
  – RFC submission for Video Analytics
  –